Circle the correct answer to each question.

Why would an author be excited about the **publication** of her first novel?

- Because she’s thought of a great storyline
- Because she has bought a pen and paper
- Because she wants to write
- Because it is printed and ready for public sale

What are you doing when you **outline** a drawing?

- You’re drawing lines or shapes showing the outside edge of objects
- You’re filling in the gaps with color
- You’re using crayons
- You’re erasing the lines

Why would we say we have found no **evidence** of life on Mars?

- Because we can see Mars from Earth
- Because we have seen no proof of life
- Because Mars is a red planet
- Because Mars is further from the sun than Earth

Is the **conclusion** at the beginning, middle or the end of an essay?

- At the beginning
- At the end
- In the middle
- Near the middle

How would you fulfill the **objective** of staying fit?

- You would exercise almost every day
- You would write almost every day
- You would watch TV every day
- You would read at bedtime
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